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ABSTRACT 
 

Creativity as a criterion for beauty, attention Quran, Hadith, Sufism and argument in creation and creation of the 
universe, the evidence of property believed God, and Jalal Jamal around manifesting divine, and the manifesting 
of all indexes superior in terms of creativity is. Therefore, God the creator of artistic works with creative 
Hnrmndtryn is superior. Find this article attempts to prove this claim to be acting. 
Keywords: Creativity, beauty, Superior creativity indexes, Being extraordinary, Atqan. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Evaluation of Problem beauty circuit evaluation in religion, literature and culture of contemporary art is now 
common in human societies and international level was different, each with some special presupposition to be to 
be analyzed. What now between International level as art and is considered beautiful knowledge any element of 
the orbit and axis of movement of humans and human desires and human demand Home most standard value 
judge considered the Arab beauty and art May be different. Because the device but perception of human habits 
and customs and traditions in different climates and cultures, is different, so beauty is affected by human demands 
will be different in them. Implications for humans living in such a significant difference in the age of modernity, 
this is today no longer can be art  beautiful knowledge between International and the same will to name. 

In modern societies, "everything that is gentle with human cognitive system, and someone shot him in the 
coordination of such object by friend artist is uncertain." Criteria and the perception of such beauty and art, cause 
differences in the diagnosis of severe cases beauty and art will be, because in this case both mental and theoretical 
concepts will be soon the people and peoples in the various region, is different. 

While this is considered governors Muslim religion and art and beauty is something else. claim Because 
religion is universal and all people a right and indeed invited Unit; thinks Also, because the principle and essence 
of all human religious Animation (humanity), the main fixed readers and is the same; what that All the people in 
language, in itself, and finally in the common path knows; Therefore, religious thinks before any judge in the 
Arab art and beauty that is, man loan is to fully understand and According to the relative be available. According 
to this group, the assessment elements will be clear that pivots Jamal and author, is the cyst. 

 In effort to present written inspired by religious thought and wisdom, for it is class beauty, especially its 
relationship with the world and creation, appropriate response is presented and Enlightenment. 

Activity always artistic, beautiful process that is coupled with creativity and innovation refers to. Therefore, 
one of the above criteria, the other a work of art, the rate of each element of creativity is considered. Creativity in 
science and various common law, the meaning will be different, but in the event that discussion of art is creativity, 
meaning the "innovation" and "innovation" and other words, the purpose of the "Creation" and "creation is an 
artistic effect makes other distinctive works. This is no doubt that artistic creativity to the size of most loans is 
significant in nature beauty. This paper kind of comparison between human creativity hard works creatively in 
nature will be. Finally, this comparison also, the Memorial unique world God created, and finally as his 
admiration of the world member artists. 
 
Beauty 
Although some Islamic philosophers (Allameh Jafari, 2007) to the people of the word Tasian (Dehkoda, 1962) or 
a spontaneous, have tried for meaning or beauty to offer, But some others because there are beautiful Msavq know 
(Shykhalryys, 1983; Mulla Sadra, 1981; Mulla Sadra, 1989) believes that beauty is integral to the definition of 
said. According to the second group, since the concept of "the most obvious concepts is not be defined for it in 
real or expression; (Molla Sadra, 1989; Tabatabai, 1996) Therefore, the beauty is that there is a defined vector 
Msavq Nkhvahdbvd and axiom is considered.  
 
Obscene and obscenity  

A wordage term of "ugly" and "bad" beauty is the opposite. So is little merit in these Arab words and 
concepts to talk. "Ugly" as "bad", the concept of negative and of course, is abstract concepts. Beautiful 
relationship with obscenity, a close relationship "of the Queen and the Queen is and shows the lack of beauty. 
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Manifesting beauty is truth, while obscenity, is not manifesting; (Molla Sadra, 1989) But since that is not 
collected soon after by a relative is a kind of obscenity of the manifestation to turn. The remedy is not relative but 
that does pertaining to parasites, rely on the universe that the denial, it returns to manifestation.  
Of Frithjof Schuon (1907-1998); thinker, philosopher, painter and poet, quoted that he believes: 

"Obscenity in everything that the transverse or ink, synthetic or natural, indicates the lack of truth, however, 
no inherent loss or absence of the other is reality. Obscenity, manifesting a non-relative is manifesting 
nonexistence manifestation the only element of denial or the universe and thus element of beauty; you can there to 
make their views known. In a word, ugly as all nonexistence manifesting, reality and possibility of a non-reality is 
a lack. "(Binay e motlagh, 2002) . 

Long fame Iranian poet, Mulavi is beautiful bit says: 
Who is not right to lie is the lie right Forough be (Mowlana, Bureau). 
Considering that we do not have is not pure, obscenity in time will never limit itself. Advantage to obtain 

beauty of beauty itself (or the divine beauty) beautiful, but not be that ugly faster, with interest from "obscenity-
action" are ugly. 
 
Objective or subjective approach being Arab beauty 
Generally, a point raised in the Arab this topic is: 
1- Look realistic beauty  

One of the fundamental questions that face researchers field include Corporate Art Group whether a member 
of the beauty exist, or exist it is not acceptable? You are human perspectives that can be found that all view 
beautiful, ugly know? His purpose by a person, whether he can be respect nature and creation of healthy, or know 
a person with diabetes and unhealthy nature is?  

Aflaton believed that there is beauty in nature and of an objective and phenomenon (Objective) and 
independent of our emotions and mentality. He accepted the principle that man with a sense of beauty Biology, 
features refers to the beauty and the beauty of having something real and objective reality are count. He believed 
beauty is not only an objective reality but is also undeniable. Hypyas both large and at parties assumed that of all 
the beautiful things of beauty their enjoying times overall, ie beauty carnal, are beautiful. (Aflaton, Hypyas large, 
1988) He also believes with the degrees of beauty and is far. He believes we have an absolute beauty which 
objective criteria of beauty and true evaluation is Beauty. But absolute beauties with that of all the beautiful things 
to enjoy the beautiful Vasth are can not be imagined. Such beauty is not enough to accept, but its beauty "not part 
of the nice part ugly, and not once beautiful and ugly time, and not to something beautiful and something ugly to 
another, not This place is beautiful and the ugly here, not with some beautiful people and ugly in others; ... and 
nothing but ... vertical with the site and is unique"(Aflaton, Online, 1988). 

 
2. Lysty idea to look beautiful 

Immanuel Kant, the book "the judge in cash which the Schiller to" judge the beauty of cash Biology "given 
name, believes that the objective of beauty out not realizing, man, identified as a subject, to receive to be found 
outside, as does the beautiful, beautiful knowledge and in fact he has always tried to birth self created for their 
beauty. Beauty is only manifesting Sports clergy man. Beauty except what our own independent thought, we 
imagine it, we have, because the only consequence of our imagination. His know-object external beauty that 
causes us to enjoy, and all things of interest are the human mind knows. 

Aflaton opinion was to the opposite viewpoint to look. He believed in beauty out there and doing nothing to 
the evidence and not identified. It also identified subject middleman perception with mild temper, a kind of story. 
According to him, beauty does not only exist, but has absolute time; so the beauty of expression depend not 
people taste and taste and it is not something that is beautiful or ugly and other things. We have no obscenity in 
the world and everything is pleasant, but may be essential issues of people to death it self as unable to understand 
others. Therefore, such people understand the virtue and beauty are not relative to this meaning is not beauty. 

Of this result is taken to be guaranteeing, art is not the audience breadwinner, ie it is not believed to be the art 
communicate the message to the audience and to attract him. In other words, their art abroad (the audience) is not 
affiliated. Because if it is, "outside and contacts" in "Sports Art" is the effect leaves the site "pure" being brought forth 
and purity and this is very dangerous for the Arts category. Not contact, but art must be original and do their work.  

 
3. Witnessing follow (another kind of beauty to look at ideas Lysty) 

Benedetto Croce (1866-1952 AD) philosopher, historian, famous Italian political world, feel beautiful 
through witnesses and Intuition, not through thinking and reasoning. Also, the richness of expression (Expression) 
or lyrical is not scientific and philosophical. What means that man and witnesses really Intuition be revelation and 
witnesses is the presence of disc impression language of imagination or poetry to sing (Croce, 1988). 
 

Are equal with beauty  
Said content, can be reached this point we in the outside world beauty to come, but beautiful (beauty) have. 

On the other hand if one loss and lack of product obscenity in the know, and because our universe, not collected, 
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the result was that we are always with beautiful equal (beauty) is shot in beautiful, there is. Therefore only 
language that is true say: "There is beauty and the universe is equal." And then get results: "the extent and range 
of beauty annihilation universe and everything is included in ». But in fact owe the availability of this universe 
and the fact same beautiful there and we describe the necessity of beauty is necessary and unacceptable. 

In other words, what is the universe method there and played the universe and made no account of the 
perfection and what is the same class effective contribution to the perfection, and knows Jamal (Jamal existence). 
The text of what the universe played is perfection and beauty and beauty. 

Rule unit based there, universe, truth has its units are compulsory, excellence and glorified God because God 
is no pure and beauty what the manifesting of authorities and his rank and benefaction also must have no be. 
(Shykhalryys, 1983; Mulla Sadra, 1979; Mulla Sadra, 1989) creation of anything that is of no benefit and 
beautiful, and what is importation that there will be evil and ugly was. The world not only shot the universe, but 
because the system is the best, beautiful and manifesting the best and always will be the creation of beauty, both 
material and spiritual world inspired artists have. Beauty of God's beautiful site shall be rooted and "Art" is 
manifesting and reflect this beauty. 

Perhaps this Gfth Frithjof Schuon, famous theorists who believes that art is "beauty is truth glory" The 
supervisor is a Conclusion of this study. Belief the fact he is not their beauty and glory is its effect. Therefore, not 
beauty grade the official site will be manifesting effects. Truth is absolute and unlimited, which begins 
manifesting. 
 
Superior creativity indexes 

If passed, the value of having each of the creativity and artistic innovation can be a factor of superiority to the 
other works. So, is worthy of some indexes to the top of an innovation to be noted. These important that creativity 
is something evident, we dare the effects as the top choice will help. Some of the best indexes of creativity are:  
 
1. Being extraordinary 

Creativity and creation, then the highest level of effect that public power is out. People always view matters 
and creation of all ability are presented will not wonder and wonder and admiration but then raised human 
perplexity that audience and innovation developed outside of a normal human can be. What innovations the 
undetectable human than human is for the public, the effect of higher value and is more significant and perplexity 
art, the beauty will be more added. When a conventional world in innovation between the study and understanding 
of human learn the judge read are learning we find that the Arab public in harvest criteria and signs for a work of 
art together is extraordinary. Some of these include:  
 
A) People from none  

If not doubt developed a work, no matter the initial stop or not, the extraordinary will have more. However, 
the hearing may word "creativity" and "creating" the first meaning that the human mind to strike, meaning 
"People's lack of" but not meaning nozzles and the second degree is the "conversion material to other material", 
but is Human always for "the creation of" a higher degree of creation is allowed. Extraordinary affairs, depending 
on how the preparations being, are differentiated from each other encouraged. Therefore, if we find a case that 
stopped the no professional experience is not external, such a beautiful work of art is the peak of creativity and 
creation. In terms of the creation of such a surface, say the lack of creation.  

Oriented principles in the world with deep philosophical Biology will certainly create a lack of specificity, or 
so the power is out or if people accept such human creation can be, under the blue and special consideration will 
be divine and who created the ability for the lack of independence, no. Many verses of the Quran refer to this fact. 
(AL-ANKABOOT (29), 19; Younes (10), 34; Naml ( , 64  ) 27; AL-ANKABOOT (29), 20; Rom (30), 11 and 27) 
some of the commentators assessment of available data in the Quran are likely purposes of the matter "Fitr" in the 
Quran and purpose of creation of matter "created" creation based on previous arrangements and become elements 
of each. (Tabatabai, 1996), but this appears to be harvest is not correct; especially the two that matter, used in 
similar cases, such as Lord your God is the heavens and the earth was created in six days, and sometimes to the 
throne (kingdom) were, day to night screen (and image) in the cover indicated that it search acceleration, and the 
sun and the moon and the stars created their conquered command. Be aware that certain property belongs to God's 
creation and his command penetrating sentence is more dignified is the God of glory and Lord of the worlds that 
are unique. "(AL-ARAF (7), 54) and miracle “I have up-rightly submitted myself to the One who has created the 
heavens and the earth and I am not an idol worshipper. "(Anam (6), 79) and the second miracle, according to, 
purpose of matter "Fitr" same matter “interpretations from existing bits "people is (Tabarsi; 1984; Sheikh Saduq, 
1978,; Sheikh Saduq, 1999; Jazayeri, 1983). 
 
B) The nature of conversion and the heart 

Another wonderful creation, conversion to the nature of nature when such action away from the power of 
ordinary people what this conversion is more exceptional, creativity also to be higher. If passed, Low creation and 
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invention then stop the creativity and creation is the primary material and professional experience. But should 
have considered the creation of such degrees and garlic conventional, but it depends on innovations such as 
primary acquired patents, scientists, begins to finally and highest degree of creation and conversion to other 
material matter, coupled with changes the nature and reaches the heart; like nature into the nature of the soil into 
the plant or soil to man, without utilizing a conventional cycle. Even if humans undoubtedly accept past or future, 
such business can be found or will be God's creativity in open position about this tape is not because is believed 
that if man finds success in this field, or inspired by nature itself is God's creature, and divine or permission, and 
such non independent done. Therefore, the main creator first and existence, God and others on assignments will 
lie down. God addressed this human characteristic, stated: “It is He Who created everything in the best manner 
and began the creation of the human being from clay. "(Prostrate (32), 7) 
  
2. Atqan and accuracy 

Atqan and accuracy, in fact, that features a quality of relationship is raised. Any size of an artistic creation, 
higher accuracy and more Atqan be applied, equally beautiful and creative effect will be added to the other works 
will be more. Scholars of the true naturalist is not covered by the world system that we believe creature and God is 
Wise Atqan has unique strength, so that no human dare hard the competition and compare it not as mentioned 
before, strength and made available on Atqan human Atqan in the nature of loans is significant. (Molla Sadra, 
1989) Therefore, some commentators following the Holy Quran say (prostrate (32), 7) provided that the object 
creation Atqan and greatness of each is small and most available to foreign world's largest creatures, all coupled 
with the creation and ultimately better of best Atqan and wisdom are certified (Sabzevari Najafi, 1998).  
 
3. Grandeur and magnitude 

Index other superior creativity, the art work is a little aspect. Each size of a glorious art of a little more, larger, 
target creativity and innovation will be greater. According to the teachings of philosophical and religious reasons 
inside, creating the world with the greatness, the only befitting God is glorified cease. As a result, the terms of the 
characteristics of God the creator of successful and creative will be unmatched. 
 
4. Compatible with the nature and purpose of creation 

Index to a superior creation, compatibility with current laws and decrees scientific world of nature. If over the 
world benefited laws and limit exquisite and beautiful effect is justified and so, if he invented the art work is 
beautiful addition to the internal discipline, with discipline and scientific laws governing the world and had fitness 
is not in dispute. Other words, the condition of being beautiful new art every creature in the world, out of 
proportion and harmony with themselves and with public order is God. 

With followers of divine religions have always believed that the world unmatched to creator, the lack of foot 
and built gradual universe and created the gradual and not such that anything can be seen today, the first day of is 
not foreign. Creation of extremely diverse organisms, the first day with the new generation always been, is 
continuing evidence of two types: witness the sometimes invention inventory and sometimes different from 
previous types of the control types and increased continuity of existing generation. But in any particular kind of 
twofold First, existing other new types creatures before he has created is not the incompatibility all field for 
formation provide a unique circle are human, and today some of the wisdom of this diversity as circle ecosystem 
is interpreted. 

Quran also another kind of inference can be adapted and include compliance with the goal faster. God in 
several verses of this article refers to has said: 

God the things that the best way to creation. "(Prostrate (32), 7) beauty and creation goodness any existing 
device and that he targeted the internal organization is coordinated, the local machine with and way before the 
goal is to coordinate, so that all the existing knowledge of its purpose and primary talent lies in that these talents 
can be reached that goal. What is the goal, but no way is beautiful. The way something is not the purpose tool that 
can, but it is during the ways to reach the goal, also is not beautiful. He said that God created all things beautiful 
and the beautiful is not possible, his head is the same.  
 
5. Pleasurable for all powers  

In thinking religious true artist who is able to provide beauty existence, not beauty and beauty and the credit 
contract. Object of beauty, however, is a beautiful addition that coupled with the creation and creating the human 
spirit and to enjoy the rich shall have the attributes the existence of morality is. Credit against beauty, beauty 
coupled with the creation or not, only the credit contract is between two or more persons or if the interest is there 
and not imaginary, just part of human security covers mental and for some other powers, or basically creates, or 
may not enjoy for some security perception is suffering together. Therefore, perhaps one of the security the five 
forces enjoyment, but in fact it refers to don't "beautiful existence" will. In other words, creation is beautiful and 
glory that all powers and the enjoyment of human perceptions, including intellect sense and human security. But 
that only ability vision, or hearing, or smell, but grieved human reason and the human higher intelligence is 
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sadden, that the case will be beautiful. Accordingly, the young prophet of Islam There unmarried Updated: (Klein, 
1986), while the marriage and marriage is my tradition, but the beauty of flowers dunghill going, to avoid. Khzra’ 
Aldmn was asked what the purpose? Updated: the beautiful girls in none of noble birth families grow, these 
flowers are beautiful and the dunghill to grow under the position is putrid. So what the universe played perfection, 
beauty is true. Sports holier God, as in prayer and other prayers are magic, pure and beauty is. God do I apply to 
the far right beauty best if beauty generous than that all is God the right to apply to all ranks beauty do. "(Qom, 
prayer magic) Sports holier God beauty, the universe is pure beauty is the universe. Once of universe is pure 
beauty. Where is Jamal, the universe is perfect and wherever played, not played to. 

 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

 
The study of religious sources and viewpoints acceptable orders, such that the result is a beautiful trait 

deduction outside stop is the origin of abstract objective. The second is Ugly also philosophical concepts. There is 
also always with equal is beautiful and beauty. That is where the beautiful existence is and consequently is a 
beautiful time. One of the criteria of artistic creativity is having the feature. Equal to the interpretation of 
creativity is creation. Creation of the universe in fact nothing but manifesting and positions is the divine rank. 
That credit divine creation to be in the divine creativity among all the existing works and show human creativity is 
greatest. Thus God is the best artistic creative world. 
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